1. Introduction. The method of constructing measures from gauges in a metric space is particularly important in measure theory. Examples of such include the family of Hausdorff measures in a general metric space, and the integralgeometric (Favard) measures in Euclidean space. The original idea is due to Caratheodory [2] . In generating a measure from a gauge, one considers countable coverings of a given set by elements in the domain of the gauge and only considers the sum of the corresponding values of the gauge. The main object of this paper is to investigate the relationship of the individual terms in the sum to the set that is covered. In particular, one can ask how well the gauge value of a single element of the covering approximates the measure of that part of the covered set within the given element. This leads naturally to the definition of upper and lower gauge densities to be found in §3. In this paper, results are only obtained for upper densities.
If (R, p) is a metric space, x e R, O < r < co, then U(x,r) will denote {y e R | p(x, y) < r}. Also, for A <= R., diam 4 will denote the diameter of the set A.
Definition 2.1. Let (R,p) be a metric space. We shall say that g is;a gauge over R if g is a nonnegative real-valued function defined over a class M of subsets of R, 0 e M and g(0) -0. We shall say that the (outer) measure m is generated by the gauge g if for all Ac R, Then since {M,} U {P¡} covers A and each set in the covering has diameter less than ô, it follows that
Remark. In Lemma 2.2, the condition that M0 be m-measurable is usually superfluous in application. This is because the outer measure m has the property of being additive on two sets a positive distance apart, so that Borel sets are mmeasurable. In many applications, M consists of Borel sets only.
3. Gauge densities. Proof. We first note that because of condition (5), every set is contained in an m-measurable set of the same measure. Hence for any sequence of sets A¡, ni(U"i^) = lim"-oom(lJ?=i^)-Let Y be a countable set of points dense in R. Let B = {xeA\D*gA(x) < 1} and assume m(B) > 0. For each xeB, choose a sphere Ux = U(y, r)eM with yeY, xeUx, r a positive rational number, and m(Ux P\A) < g(Ux). Since the collection {Ux\xe B} is countable, order them as Uy, U2, ■■•. Choose the integer n so that m(B n (J,"" y U¿ > 0. Let Ay = AnlJ^yUi, Bt =Bn lj?=11/;. Then By cz Ay, m(By) > 0, m(Ay) < co and for xeBy, D* gA(x) ^ D*gA1(x) < 1. Since Theorem 3.2 is contradicted, the proof is complete.
Remark. In Theorems 3.2 and 3.4, the condition that every element of M be m-measurable is usually satisfied in applications, as has been already remarked. We now give an example of a gauge g such that no nonnull element of M is m- 4. Diametric gauges. We now fix the metric space (R,p) and the gauge g. Throughout the remainder of this paper, we shall make certain assumptions on the gauge and the metric space which we formalize in the following definition. Remark. In Definition 4.1 (iv) one can replace 2 ■ r by p ■ r where p is any fixed number greater than one, and similarly in 4.1 (v) the radius 6-r can be replaced by p • r. It is obvious that the definition is then unchanged. In what follows, condition 4.1(v) can be weakened so that it holds only for r sufficiently small. The last condition is explained by the fact that when the procedure cannot be continued, an arbitrary N eD0 must intersect some N0tt and then N cz V(N0¿). 
